
How to Request Multiple Dates for an Event Request 

 

1. Once you get to the third page of the Event Wizard where asks you if the event has 

one or multiple occurrences, click on “Yes” to go to the next page.  

 

 
2. You may already have one date selected depending on what option you used to 

request the event.  

 

 
 



 

3. Hit “Next” button to go to the next page. 

 
4. You can add more dates through this option AS LONG AS the times for the events are 

consistent throughout the multiple days.  If the times are different on different days, 

then you need to submit a separate event request for each one. You can select how 

this event will repeat. 

 

 



5. Selecting “Ad Hoc Repeats” allows you to pick multiple dates that don’t follow any set 

pattern.  New dates you select will populate on the occurrence list below. 

 

6. Selecting “Daily Repeats” allows you to have an event repeat end day until a specified 

end date.  Please do not use the “Ends after X iterations” option. In the “Repeats 

Every” drop down option, you can see a lot of different options. For example, you can 

select every other day or every 5th day until a certain date. 



 
 

7. Selecting “Weekly Repeats” allows you to create a meeting pattern every week that 

repeats until a specified end date.  Please do not use the “Ends after X iterations” 

option. 

 



8. Selecting “Monthly Repeats” allows you to create a meeting pattern every month on a 

special day (for example First Monday of the month) until a specific date. 

 

 
 

9. If you have already picked a location (depending on what option you used to request 

the event), make sure that location is available by looking at the panel on right. 

 

 
You cannot save and submit an event if there is a conflict for one of the locations. 



 
10. If there are scheduling conflicts, you will need to pick a new location on the location 

page of the event wizard. 

 

11. Complete your event wizard to finish your event request. 

12. If you event request has no errors, you will receive this page confirming that your 

event has been submitted (but is still tentative).  You will note that you are now 

requesting multiple dates and are waiting on multiple assignment tasks to be 

completed by the scheduler responsible for that space. 

 


